9.0 SCHEDULE OF FEES
Turn Type

Standard Fee

Basic Rule Book

$5.00

Advanced Rule Book

$5.00

Pilot Setup

$4.00

Arena Setup

$4.00

Combined Pilot/Arena Setup

$4.00

Standard Bot Turn

$4.00

Pilot Turn

$3.00

Standing Orders Revision Turn

$3.00

Pilot’s Directory

$3.00

Bot Tech Spec Manual

$3.00

Newsletter

FREE to Active Players

Diplomatic Messages

FREE to Active Players

Please Note:
1) You must have a Pilot to do an Arena Setup in order to play. The Combined Pilot/Arena Setup
allows you to do both at the same time with no additional cost.
2) The Standard Bot Turn is the only turn you would normally use to play CTF 2187. Once you are
set up it basically covers everything that you need to do.
3) The Pilot Turn is used to expend your accumulated Experience Points to raise your Pilot’s rank
and Attributes. Since the bulk of your Experience Points are gained at the end of a contest in the Arena
you probably won’t do more than one or two Pilot Turns per year and you are never required to do a
Pilot Turn if you don’t want to.
4) The Standing Orders Revision Turn allows you to revise your Standing Orders for your Bot in the
current game. You begin play with a reasonably effective list of Standing Orders and they should be fine
in most situations. If you never expect to miss a turn then there is no need to ever submit a turn to revise
your Standing Orders. However if you have a busy schedule and may miss turns or if you are
coordinating with allies and have to wait until the last minute to send in your turns then you may find the
Standing Order Revision Turn useful. Most players will never have any need to submit a Standing Orders
Revision Turn.
5) The Pilot’s Directory is a complete, up-to-date listing of every Pilot in the Arena and includes a
variety of information including current Rank, game status, Individual Victories, Team Victories, Bot Kills,
CP Kills, best game ratings and more.
6) The Bot Technical Specifications Manual contains a complete technical listing of all Bots currently
available in the Arena. Much of this information is currently already available in Rules section 2.4 and thus
is unnecessary for most Pilots. Unless you want the latest technical information or run into an opponent
in an unfamiliar Bot no one need ever get this item.
7) Our Newsletter, The Command Post, is provided Free to active players with a positive account
balance.

